
COLLEGIATE 
SOCK MONKEY 

COLLECTION

6FT   (87) - $95.00 ea

8"  (74) - $6.00 ea

40"  (70) - $25.00 ea

20"  (73) - $10.00 ea

4"  (71) - $4.00 ea
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Sock Monkey Team Pillow (85) - $15.00 ea

Sock Monkey Team Hat (One size fits all)  (85) - $9.00 ea
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COLLEGIATE BEARS
Our classic fluffy bear wearing your 
favorite college jersey.

4"  (89) - $4.00 ea6"  (76) - $6.00 ea 9"  (86) - $7.50 ea

11"  (72) - $9.00 ea

24"  (58) - $17.50 ea
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6"  (80) - $6.00 ea 3"  (82) - $4.00 ea11"  (81) - $12.00 ea

24"  (59) - $25.00 ea
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CHEER BEARS

Domo sports school and team colors. 
Available in three sizes

Bean filled

8"  (75) - $6.00 ea

7"  (64) - $6.00 ea 4"  (55) - $4.00 ea 11"  (65) - $12.00 ea
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ZIPPER BALLS

Full size plush 
footballs

12"  (77) - $7.50 ea

FOOTBALLS BASKETBALLS

8"       $6.00 ea

8"       $6.00 ea
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Soft, embroidered
applique logos.

FLOPPY DOGS

COLLEGE CUBS

Logo Pillows

Two sizes 
Bean filled

11"    (63) - $6.00 ea

8"   (56) - $5.00 ea

12"   (57) - $7.50 ea

6"   (83) - $5.00 ea

11"   (84) - $7.00 ea

Available in 2 sizes!
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6"             $6.00 ea

11"          $10.00 ea

4"  $4.00 ea

$4.00 ea

GENERIC JERSEY MASCOTS

KEYCHAINS

MAGNETS

available in 
two sizes
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COLLEGIATE MASCOTS

BIG AL AUBIE

(88-006) - $7.50 ea
UGA  W/ FIGHT SONG8"

(88-285) - $10.00 ea
BRUTUS  W/ FIGHT SONG10"

(88-009) - $7.50 ea
RENEGADE W/ FIGHT SONG8"

(88-004) - $6.00 ea
WEST VIRGINIA MUSKET8"

(88-002) - $7.50 ea
ALBERT  W/ FIGHT SONG8"

(88-501) - $6.00 ea

OREGON DUCK8"

(88-293) - $10.00 ea
BEVO W/ FIGHT SONG10"

(08-187) $6.00 ea8" (08-189) $6.00 ea8"

14"  (14-187) $10.00 ea 14"  (14-189) $10.00 ea
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